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And so another season in the Championship it is then…although this time I
want to talk about us!
As a branch we now have nearly 150
members. I raise this because we have
seen other supporters’ clubs in decline:
Stoke City’s prominent London Branch
has recently folded, and other geographically-based Albion supporters’
clubs are witnessing declining numbers
coupled with ageing memberships.
Whilst we have bucked this trend
we should not rest on our laurels as I
believe we can still reach a wider and
younger group of Albion fans in the
region and involve them in our branch.

to fill our 16-seater minibus. In a similar
vein, normal branch meetings are now
sparsely attended so I will be discussing
how we might develop new models of
connecting and meeting up (perhaps
using technology) at the forthcoming
AGM on the 24th July at the Horseshoe
Pub in Farringdon.
We have responded by changing our
focus onto special events involving former players and Albion icons. Only last
month we had a wonderful evening with
the great Laurie Rampling reminiscing
about his times as photographer at the
Albion. We’ve also had recent visits
from Dean Kiely and Brendon Batson.
To complement these events we have

view from the chair
I reflected on why we have managed
to increase our numbers in this challenging environment. I believe that
as a group we have always attempted
to stay in tune with what people want
and have always attempted to give
our members leeway to use their skills
and bring fresh and new ideas to the
branch. My thanks to everyone who is
(or has been) involved in delivering our
success.
When the London Baggies was resurrected under Paul Mason many years
ago, the focus was on group travel in
relatively large numbers (certainly compared to nowadays). With the ending
of group travel discounts this became
much more problematical, and how
branch travel has changed is exemplified by the disappointing numbers
taking up the minibus option for the
Derby game – we simply weren’t going

also launched the Albion banner in the
East Stand and have produced our own
London Baggies’ Oyster card/credit
card holders to publicise the branch
and to create that sense of belonging
to something special. I believe all of
this has been noticed by Albion (the
club) and our current profile is giving us
better access and status.
I’m sure I’ve missed many other things
to be proud of but not least we have this
wonderful and beautifully produced
magazine for the London Baggies,
which we make available to the wider
Albion fan base. My final message it
that we have moved with the times and
we will need to continue to do so to remain relevant and vibrant as a branch.
COYB
Steve Watts, Chairman, London Baggies
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a letter

from the editors
First of all as we go to press, we
at Baggie Shorts Towers extend
a very warm welcome to new
head coach, Slaven Bilić, and his
assistants, Dean and Danilo.
We will publish a couple of extended features about Slaven
and his new setup in the next
issue. The appointments have
been a long time coming but let’s
hope they can attract top players
to rebuild the squad, play some
half-decent football and maybe
win a trophy sometime soon.
Added to which his style of play
is the antithesis of that forced on
us by Pulis and Pardew.
Fingers crossed for a new era,
we can only hope that the top
management will give him the
support that he needs. Also,
we say a fond farewell to Jimmy
Shan. He was a loyal servant who
served the club in many capacities and we wish him well for the
future.
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For the last game of the league
season we hired a minibus to take
us to Derby for the early kick-off.
The wonderful Antonio took us
to the away bus park where we
were greeted by a copper who
looked so young he couldn’t be
charged with impersonating a
police officer. He politely asked
us to leave our pyrotechnics,
alcohol and drugs on the bus.
He took a closer look at us predominately old fogeys and said,
“I don’t know why I am bothering
with you.” So, to brunch. Brexit
Dave had the full English. Max
maxed on milkshake. Where was
Nigel Farage when you wanted
him? Bottles of Doombar were
a frightening £9.99. The less
said about the rest of the day the
better.
The second leg of the playoffs
was memorable for the fantastic
atmosphere, four renditions of
Liquidator (when will the Halfords join in?) and a tremendous

performance from a threadbare
team. Thanks, Albion, for the
flags. Such a nice gesture, just
like the generic scarves at Palace
and the summer temperature
Carlsberg.
The British establishment certainly knows how to protect its
own interests and future-proof
itself. Albion’s defeat to the
Villa is a case in point. In most
tournaments a two-legged 2-2
draw would be decided on away
goals but not in the Championship playoffs. The reason is that
following Ipswich’s defeats on
the away goals rule in 1997 and
1999 against teams that finished
below them in the league the
rule was changed.
The instigator was the Old Etonian Ipswich chairman, David
Sheepshanks CBE, who used
his position as chairman of the
Football League to rescind the
rule. This will have come as a
matter of delight to similarly
self entitled Old Etonians, David
Cameron and Prince William
who, we guess, were nowhere to
be seen at The Hawthorns.
Our final edition of the season
looks beyond the first team to
our youth and women’s teams.
Jon Want looks back to the

youngsters who did so well in
1969 and produced several of
our greats. Patrick Fahey reports
on the great achievement of this
year’s youth team who put up
a fine fight against new money
up the road on the M6. We are
delighted that Lana Moseby
highlights the massive achievements of the women’s side. This
part of the Albion is massively
under-reported and we want to
redress that.
We also have a showcase of the
work of the finest photographer
in football, Laurie Rampling, who
came to tell great stories to London Baggies in April.
We have had several highly entertaining evenings with revealing stories this season so make
sure you come along to these
events in the future.
Our Tiger friend reports on his
visit to The Hawthorns and tells
us about the woes at the socalled KCOM Stadium. The Q
and A subject is one left-sided D
Statham who lives in Spain. No,
not that one.
Enjoy.
Aidan Rose
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FA Youth Cup -

the nearly men of

69

Jon Want looks back at Albion’s star-studded youth team of 1969
The youth set-up at the Hawthorns
has come into the spotlight recently, not only because of the
likes of Sam Field, Rekeem Harper and Kyle Edwards beginning
to get more time in the first team,
but also because of the Under 18
team’s run to the semi-final of this
season’s FA Youth Cup.
It was the first time that Albion had
reached that stage of the competition since 1976, when a team
including Derek Statham, Steve
Lynex, Mark Grew, Kevin Summerfield and Derek Monaghan won
the trophy with a 5-0 aggregate
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win over Wolverhampton Wanderers.
While that is the only time that the
Baggies have lifted the trophy, it
was their third FA Youth Cup Final,
having also achieved that feat in
1955 and 1969.
The 1969 side contained eight
players that went on to play for
the Baggies first team, one of the
more interesting being Gordon
Nisbet.
Fans who watched Albion during
the seventies will remember him

as the regular right back in the
Don Howe years until he was
replaced by Paddy Mulligan
and moved to Hull City in 1976.
What you may not know is that
he started his football career as a
goalkeeper and was between the
sticks for Albion in the 1969 Youth
Cup Final.
Sunderland were the opposition
and, in the first leg at home, the
Baggies strolled to a 3-0 win and
seemed to be on their way to the
trophy; but the Black Cats won
the second leg 6-0 to take the
aggregate victory.
You might think that those six
goals were the reason Nisbet converted to full-back, but he actually
made his debut for Albion in goal
in August 1969 in a 3-1 defeat to
Coventry City at Highfield Road.
He obviously didn’t impress and
didn’t make his second appearance for another two years, when
he reappeared on the team sheet
at right-back in December 1971,
but he went on to make more than
150 appearances for the Baggies.
Unlike this season’s youth team of
largely locally-born players, there
were four Scotsmen in the ’69
side, including both centre-backs.
Lanarkshire-born Jim Holton
would never make a first team

appearance for Albion, making
his senior debut for Shrewsbury
Town in 1971 before moving to
Manchester United a year later.
He became a regular for a struggling United side but broke his
leg in December 1974 and, after
breaking it again playing for the
reserves, he would never play for
the Red Devils first team again.
He went on to play for Sunderland
and Coventry and also had spells
in the NASL with Miami Toros and
Detroit Express.
Holton’s central defensive partner
that day was a certain Alistair
Robertson. Born in West Lothian, Ally Rob signed for Albion in
1968 and would go on to play
for the club more than 600 times,
forming a formidable partnership
with John Wile.
He made his first team debut in
a 2-1 home win over Manchester
United in October 1969 but didn’t
become a regular until the 197172 season.
Also hailing from north of the
border, born in Stornoway on
the remote Isle of Lewis, Hugh
MacLean scored the first goal in
the Final. He would go on to play
only ten times for the Albion first
team before moving to Swindon
Town in 1974, but he did have the
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honour of making his first team
debut at one of the most famous
stadiums in the world, replacing
Bobby Hope in the Anglo-Italian
Cup tie at the San Siro against
Internazionale in June 1971.
He would never reach such
heights again and played just
30 senior games throughout his
career.
The fourth Scotsman is another
name that will resonate with Baggies fans, Asa Hartford.
“Hole-in-the-heart” Asa, as he became known when his proposed
transfer to Leeds United in 1971
was cancelled when it was discovered he had the condition, went
on to have a successful career at
the Hawthorns and beyond.
Born in Clydebank, Hartford was
one of three players in the team
to have already made their first
team debut at the time of the final.
His first appearance was in a 1-1
draw at Bramall Lane in February
1968 when he was just 17, and he
scored his first senior goal in a 6-3
win over Manchester United two
months later.
He would go on to make 273 appearances for Albion before moving to Manchester City in 1974,
where he was also a massive suc-
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cess. He played for a number of
other English clubs as well as Fort
Lauderdale in the NASL, before
finishing his career back in the
midlands at Shrewsbury Town in
1991 at the age of 40. Not sure
Don Revie made the right choice
in cancelling that transfer!

first of just five appearances in the
Baggies first team.

Alongside Hartford in the Albion
midfield that day was another
Baggies great, Len Cantello.

Right-back Roger Minton ended
up as back-up to the man who
was in goal in the final.

The Manchester-born midfielder
had made his first team debut,
also aged 17, the previous December in a 4-1 defeat to Ipswich
Town.

He stayed at the Albion until
1975 making 29 appearances in
total and scoring once, against
Nottingham Forest in September
1973, before dropping into nonleague to play for Dunstable Town
and Atherstone Town.

He made well over 300 appearances for the Baggies scoring 21
goals before moving to Bolton
Wanderers in June 1979. His testimonial match was the memorable Blacks v Whites game in May
of that year that was remembered
in Adrian Chiles’ 2016 documentary.
Scorer of the Albion’s other two
goals in the first leg was Stewart
Woolgar.
The Chesterfield-born midfielder
did not live up to his promising
youth career and his first team
debut for Albion as a substitute
in a 2-2 draw with Manchester
United in October 1972 was the

He played just seven further senior games, all for Doncaster Rovers, scoring his only senior goal in
Rovers’ 2-1 win over Brentford in
October 1974.

Smethwick-born midfielder Lyndon Hughes had made his debut
as an 18-year-old substitute
against QPR in October 1968. He
would go on to play 125 times for
Albion before moving to Peterborough United in July 1975.

The final two members of the
starting eleven, which was the
same for both legs, were left-back
Syd Bell and striker Keith Morton.
They never made it as professionals but must surely be proud
to have played alongside some
Albion greats.
The substitute in both games was
David Butler. He never made a
first team appearance for Albion
but signed for Shrewsbury Town
in June 1973. He played eleven
times for the Shrews and ten
times on loan at Workington,
which constitutes his complete
footballing career.
So, while that side didn’t win the
FA Youth Cup, it was arguably a
better crop of youngsters than
the 1976 side. Of the twelve, only
four failed to make an Albion first
team appearance, although one
of those went on to play for Manchester United, and five of them
went on to break the century of
appearances in the famous blue
and white stripes.

First Leg: 28th April 1969 West Bromwich Albion 3 (MacLean, Woolgar 2)
Sunderland 0
Second Leg: 3rd May 1969 Sunderland 6 West Bromwich Albion 0
Team for both matches:
Gordon Nisbet; Roger Minton, Syd Bell, Jim Holton, Ally Robertson; Lyndon
Hughes, Stewart Woolgar, Asa Hartford, Len Cantello; Keith Morton, Hugh
MacLean. Sub: David Butler
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MATCH
REPORT
Reporter: our man from the Tony
Brown Suite, Patrick Fahey
1976 saw The Baggies win the FA
Youth Cup over two legs against
Wolves. If memory serves me correctly over 15,000 attended The
Hawthorns for the home leg - a different format back then. So when I saw
that the current team had reached
the semi -final, I went to support the
lads in a one-off game. Around 200
Baggies made the trip, including a
group of apprentice players and support staff looking resplendent in their
Baggies tracksuits in the main stand.
Just a little explanation about the
layout of the facilities at Manchester
City. Adjacent to the main stadium
there is a small stadium which is
where I incorrectly presumed we
were going to play - but no. A walkway over a dual carriageway leads to
the Academy stadium.
So much for my hope that as City buy
all of the best players in the world for
their first team they would neglect
the youth set-up! City fielded two
players signed from FC Barcelona
and FC Shalke 04. The team is valued
at £15m! Ten of our team were born
within ten miles of The Hawthorns.
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4 Man city U21s
2 West Bromwich
Albion US21s
FA Youth Cup Semi
Final 1st April 2019
After ten minutes we were one down
and had struggled to get into the opposition half. I feared a whitewash.
But credit where it’s due, the lads
stuck to the task and defended for
their lives, keeping the opposition
out on many occasions. Towards the
end of the half we started to get some
good possession and out of the blue
Jamie Soule scored a cracker to bring
us level. Cue me and about eight
other Baggies jumping for joy, much
to the surprise of the City fans around
us. There was even a chant from the
main stand as we almost went in 2-1
up, following a defensive slip that
very nearly got Morgan Rodgers
through.
If we hoped the second half would
be more even handed we were to
be disappointed, as City resumed
control, and it was no surprise that
they scored two more. I lost count
of the number of shots and corners
City racked up over the game and we
were fortunate to be only two adrift
as the game entered the final five
minutes. Lo and behold another defensive slip by City allowed Rayhaan
Tulloch to pull one back. No sooner
had this occurred than City carved
out yet another chance which put the
game to bed.

A Plate, a Promotion
and a Cup Final
Our resident Kiwi, Lana Moseby, reports on the
fortunes of the Albion’s women’s team
To Albion fans, that sounds like
a fantasy - a once-in-a-lifetime
fantasy. Something achievable within a two-week period?
You must be having a laugh…

West Bromwich Albion Women
have achieved that, and more,
in what can only be described
as a stellar season.
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April 14:
		

Win the FA Women’s National League plate with a 5-1
victory over Liverpool Feds

April 21:
		

Claim the Division One Midlands title, securing promotion to the National League Northern Division

April 30:

Birmingham FA County Cup final vs. Coventry United

Incredibly, they won 19 out of
20 leagues games this season
with some remarkable victories
under their belts, notably dealing
two phenomenal blows to Steel
City Wanderers with an 18-1 win
early in the season, then a promotion-securing 7-0 win against
them in their final home game of
the season, leaving two games to
spare.
Manager, Louis Sowe contributed
to the silverware by picking up
an award himself in January: FA
Women’s League Division One
Manager of the Month.
What is the key to their success?
Fostering passion, solidarity and
commitment by creating a supportive environment.
Given promotion was on the cards
from the beginning, this season
has been all about developing
the right culture and familiarising
themselves with a new way of
playing that was set out strategically with a view to performing
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strongly from the start of next
season in the National League.
Part of that process was bringing in
some youthful new players, while
building on a core of experience
to execute the new philosophy.
This core, who understand the
culture with mutual coach-player
familiarity, is key to the continuity
they want leading into their National League campaign. (Dean
Kiely would concur!)
They found it easy to attract new
players: in fact they signed every
player they attempted to. When
players have come on trial, they
are enthused and positive about
the environment.
This is partly down to the reputation the club have been working
hard to build, but predominantly
the training experience, with excellent coaches and outstanding
facilities (they train at the WBA
Academy Dome twice a week).
Unlike the men’s game, the wom-

en in the squad all have full time
jobs or are at college, and there
is no financial reward for playing
– they are doing it purely for the
love of the game.
The staff acknowledge it is key to
nurture this passion and the players’ commitment, and offer flexibility so as not to be disassociated
from the fact that, ultimately, they
want to be there and improve as
players.
What is their plan for next season?
Luckily for the club, the environment and rapport between the
players and staff, along with the
fact that reaching the National
League is what they have been
building towards since the beginning of the season, means they
are expecting little movement
in the squad leading into next
season (with the exception of a
couple of areas already identified
as requiring improvement).

the squad and staff all the best for
next season!
Thanks to Dave Lawrence, Head
of Sport at WBA Foundation and
Head of WBA Women, for taking
the time to speak to me.
Home ground: Trevor Brown Memorial Ground, Boldmere (matches played on Sundays – I’m sure
they’d appreciate your support
if you are able to get along to a
match).
Socials: Twitter @WBAWomen;
Facebook @AlbionLadies; Instagram @wbafcwomen – get following!

Continuing with the same style
of play that facilitated promotion
this season is crucial and they
have been tasked with a top five
finish next season.
On behalf of the London Baggies
I’d like to offer our congratulations
for an incredible season and wish

Baggie Shorts Reader

of the Month

photo by Aidan Rose
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An evening with
Laurie Rampling
Words by Aidan Rose
In April, London Baggies hosted
a retrospective of work by Albion’s official photographer, Laurie
Rampling.
He talked us through a huge
collection of his favourite photographs.
It covered several decades and
included the quirky, memorable
action, wonderful moments following critical action, and affectionate friendships with players
and managers.
Perhaps Laurie’s greatest skill is
to capture the movement on the
pitch.
We have selected a few of his
photographs to showcase his skill,
and his enormous contribution to
the club by capturing moments
which will remain forever in our
memories.
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As a teenager I spent many a
match standing in the Woodman
Corner which I remember as the
place where the cynics congregated to offer humour and collective self-deprecation rather than
anger.
Behind us was the half-time scoreboard with the throstle, added in
1976, which remains in a similar
position today.
You needed to buy the Peerless
Albion News to learn which match
corresponded to each letter –
unless you just wanted to know
the score of the match you were
watching.
Note that behind it you can see
a glimpse of The Woodman pub
which Patrick Fahey reliably tells
us closed half an hour earlier than
The Hawthorns Hotel, because
one was licensed by Birmingham
magistrates and the other by their
counterparts in West Bromwich.

Not that licensing laws
mattered that match.
Cyrille was locked in at
the hotel until 3.00am
on 1st September
1977 after scoring
on his debut against
Rotherham.
This photo of him was
taken at the game
against Norwich in
September 1978.
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Geoff Horsfield was
on the bench for the
Great Escape.
He
said to Bryan Robson
“put me on and I will
score”. Robbo fed the
Horse and he duly
scored.
Laurie had a pact with
Romelu Lukaku that
if he scored against
Manchester United in
Fergie’s last game he
would rush to the corner flag for a photo.

Here is the wonderful Laurie (right) with our magic
Magyar, possibly our most
exciting import. He went to
Fulham with dignity rather
than driving to QPR.
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“Show me
the way to
Aston Villa,
we’ll be going
with Zoltan
Gera”

He came on as a substitute and scored a
hat-trick and saved
the match.
He ran to the wrong
flag, turned around
and went to the right
flag. He was so much
better with those
locks.
17 Premier
League goals. Thank
you.
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MATCH
REPORT
W es t Br omwi c h Albi on 3 H u l l C ity 2
F r iday 19th Apr il 2 019
Match report by one of our Throstle-friendly Tigers, Chris Douglas.
He used to live in Stoke Newington, driving the W7 bus up and
down Muswell Hill, but they threatened to incarcerate Tiger Chris
in London Zoo.
So he moved back to Hull but, along with many others, rarely goes
to home games because of the appalling way the club’s hierarchy
treats its supporters. He also tells us about the trouble at ‘Ull.
When I mentioned to an Albion-supporting pal that I was
going to The Hawthorns on Good
Friday he reminded me that it is
the highest ground in the Football League. So, should sea levels
continue to rise, West Brom could
end up in a mini-league with
Mansfield and Oldham, whilst the
KCOM stadium might just keep
the floodwaters out of my living
room for ten minutes.
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West Bromwich Albion is not only
a club which I have never had any
reason to dislike, but also one
with a very strong identity. The kit,
for example, is distinctive, and it
has a club song - The Lord’s My
Shepherd - for which I’ve never
had a completely convincing
explanation. [We like it that way,
Eds.]

During the ‘60s the Albion were,
to the neutral fan, somewhat
below the radar. In an era dominated by the Manchester and
Liverpool clubs, Spurs, L**ds etc
they seemed to be permanently
in mid-table, though capable of a
bit of Cup glory from time to time.
It didn’t help that Hull City never
played them in the League, hadn’t
done so since 1930, and would
not do so again until 1973-74.
I did go to Wembley to see them
win the FA Cup in 1968, though.
It was a cold, wet, miserable day
and the game itself was a bit of an
anticlimax. Everton were without
their most creative and best-loved
player, Alex Young, though West
Brom were a good attacking side
and Jeff Astle, who could head a
football harder than many players
can kick one, was at the peak of his
career. After 90 minutes the score
was 0-0 but during a five minute
spell of May sunshine, deep into
extra time, Big Jeff finally broke
the deadlock.
From 1973 to 1976 the Baggies
and the Tigers were in the same
division and during this spell Hull
City managed to win all three
home fixtures, helped, in February 1976, by the sending off of
John Wile at Boothferry Park.
When I made the first of many

trips to The Hawthorns in 1987 it
was a very different ground from
what it is now. The away end was
cavernous, and the rest of the
ground, apart from the ultra-modern-looking Halfords Stand, was
run-down and three-quarters
empty.
By the late ‘80s both clubs were in
decline both on and off the pitch,
Albion being relegated to the
Third Division along with Hull City
in 1991.
Forward to 2019 and The Hawthorns has changed completely.
Even the Halfords has been
modernised and the crowds are
a healthy 25,000+. Since 2008 we
have even played each other in
the Premier League four times.
A couple of hours after Good
Friday’s showdown I asked a
Baggies fan what he thought of
the game. “It was shit”, he replied.
A harsh judgment. To be fair, the
Albion didn’t really start playing
until the 40th minute, Hull City
having made a lively start with,
alas, no end product, pretty much
summing up our away form since
mid-January.
Kieran Gibbs opened the scoring
shortly before half-time, drilling
in an angled shot from about 15
yards, but Albion’s lead lasted
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So the grass isn’t greener on
the other side
Assem Allam, a local Egyptian-born entrepreneur, made
his considerable fortune in the
marine diesel engine business
and has long been a major benefactor in his adopted city, having,
among other things, paid for an
extension to the University medical school. There was even talk of
a life peerage at one time.

about ten minutes as Todd Kane’s
wonder strike brought the scores
level.
There was a brief spell of Tiger
Mayhem when Kane put City
ahead with another long-range
effort, but within five minutes
Gayle netted an equaliser from a
corner. “This could finish up being
a nine-goal thriller”, I remarked to
the woman next to me, but we
had to wait until the 85th minute
for Dwight Gayle to complete the
scoring. West Bromwich Albion
have an in-form goal poacher
whilst our own goal machine, Jar-
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rod Bowen, seems to have lost his
scoring touch.
West Brom will almost certainly
finish 4th or 5th, no worse; not a
bad return for a relegated club,
which makes, to a neutral, the
sacking of Darren Moore all the
more baffling. Hull City’s unlikely
pursuit of 6th place has fizzled
out. We will finish in mid-table,
but the real battle for our club’s
future will take place during the
coming summer.

Having taken over Hull City after
our first relegation from the Premier League, the Allams, father
and Hull-born son Ehab, presided
over a period of unprecedented
success for the club, during which
we were re-promoted, stayed up,
reached a Cup Final and took part
in European competition for the
first time ever.
But the relationship between the
Allams, the City Council, the people of Hull and the fans has been
strained for several years. First of
all there was the name change fiasco, followed by a refusal to sign
any new players after our play-off
final win in 2016. For at least four
years they have been saying that
they are trying to sell the club and
they themselves, along with many
fans, are boycotting home matches because they don’t like what

some sections of the crowd are
saying about them, the bloody
snowflakes. The biggest PR disaster of all has been their decision
to do away with age-related
concessions, and implement a
so-called Membership Scheme,
where you pay for your pass
by monthly direct debit all year
round. Not surprisingly many under 18s and over 60s have been
literally priced out of the game.
The Allams have instigated a policy of austerity and debt reduction;
nothing wrong with that in principle, except they have allowed
many good players to leave either
for a fraction of their true value
or for nothing at all. One of our
talented young home-produced
players, who had several Premier
League appearances under his
belt, was called “greedy” for wanting more than a trainee’s wages
and ended up going to bloody
Stoke City.
Our current manager, Nigel
Adkins, has brought about a
huge improvement in the team’s
performances yet he is still in
contractual limbo and could well
leave at the end of June. We are
scouting around for League One
players. Sadly, it looks as though
we could be following the Ipswich
Town model.
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QUESTION
AND
ANSWER

Final contender is Burnley; the away
stand looks to have been built in the
thirties. The concourse is a joke and
the beer some of the worst I have ever
tasted.

D A V E S TAT H A M

Favourite away trip?

Why The Baggies?
I was pretty much born a Baggie. My
dad was a Baggie and started taking
me at an early age.
First ever game?
I believe this was Boxing Day 1959. We
played Nottingham Forest and I went
with my dad and uncle.
Best away ground?
The Emirates - lots of leg room, no agro
from the stewards and we always outsing the Arse.
Worst away ground?
After our recent visit to Brentford I
can see why they are building a new
ground – what a dump! I am surprised
they can get a safety certificate. Other
contenders are Palarse. The away section is a disgrace, awful sightlines, poor
facilities and as for the public transport!
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Worst tat from the club shop?
Socks: the crests disintegrate on the
first wash.

Huddersfield in the Cup, 2nd January
2010. We won 2-0. The London Baggies contingent was Max, Chris and me.
It was freezing. At Huddersfield’s Grade
One listed station we were met in the
Kings Head (one of two pubs built into
the station) by my Huddersfield fan
friend Gail and her partner Reg. After
the game Gail and Reg took us to the
Rat and Ratchet, a delightful pub full
of Huddersfield supporters who were
very welcoming despite the fact we
had won. Also, the game at Doncaster
when we got promoted; memorable
mostly for the journey back with the
encounter with David Davies MP.
The Black Eagle or The Vine?
Was The Vine but now The Soho Tavern;
great food, good beer and footie on TV.
Best ever game at The Hawthorns?
I think the 5 -5 draw against Man Ure
which was Ferguson’s last game. Lukaku came on as a half-time sub for us and
scored a hat-trick. That was definitely
not what Fergie had planned!
Best ever Albion chant?
“Show me the way to Aston Villa, Where

Zoltan Gera scores the winner” etc. to
the tune of Show Me the Way to Amarillo. Another favourite of mine was
“Where’s your lipstick, where’s your lipstick Rodney Marsh, you’re a one-eyed
Cockney bastard, and you’re talking
out your arse.”
Best visitors to The Hawthorns?
Portsmouth in The Great Escape. They
supported us and Southampton were
relegated. Some Pompey fans bought
Baggies shirts and wore them for the
game, possibly the only time I’ve seen
Baggies shirts in the away section.

flight where we belong.
Most memorable away game?
Another tough one. Probably too many
to choose from. Coventry at Highfield
Road, 1st April 2002 when we won 1 – 0
with a SuperBob goal. Lee Hughes was
playing for them having fairly recently
been transferred; he was treated to
repeated choruses of “There’s only one
greedy roofer”. Or Old Trafford, first
game after George Best died. The only
time I recall a decent atmosphere there.
Best ever striker?

All-time Albion low?

Cyrille then Jeff, then Super Bob.

Losing to Portsmouth in the 2008 Cup
semi-final. Cheating Bastard Baros!

Best trip to Molineux?

All-time favourite manager?
Tough one. RDM for the football we
played but not the results, or possibly
Megson for getting us back into the top

A toss up between the cup game on 28
January 2007 which we won 3-0 or the
5 -1 on 12 February 2012. Always good
to shit on the old gold and black!
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